THE WORLD OF

THE BARRY SISTERS

MEMORABLE JEWISH MELODIES
The world of the Barry Sisters is a varied one. Though Claire and Merna Barry first gained a measure of success as the foremost delineators of Jewish songs, they have since gone on to win international acclaim. From England to Russia to Israel and back to the United States their harmony has thrilled their audiences. Though the world of the Barry Sisters has found a wider horizon, their world of Jewish melodies still remains everyone's favorite. No duo or any other vocal group for that matter can sing the beloved Jewish melodies as do The Barry Sisters. They sing it with love, with warmth, with sadness with joy but most of all they sing it with heart. There is that ring of authenticity, and there is that touch of sincerity. They bring to it charm, nostalgia and an abiding spirit that makes their renditions unforgettable.

In this wonderful recording they run the fervent emotional gamut that is part of all Jewish musical repertoire. They are joyous with their fun filled "Chiribim-Chiribom", they are heart rendering in "A Brivele Der Mameh". They become flamboyant and rousing with "Hava Nagila", and star-eyed romanticists with "AIN KIK AUF DIR".

Here are the Barry Sisters and these are their songs. It makes up a world that is uniquely their own...a world we all enjoy coming back to again and again.

Side A: CHIRIBIM CHIRIBOM/ICH CHOB DICHE ZIEFEEL LIEB/GIT MIR OB MAZEL-TOV/PAPIROSSEN/A CHASSENEH/NOO ZUG MIR SHOIN VEN

Side B: HAVA NAGILA/A BRIVELE DER MAMEH/TUMBALALIKA/AIN KIK AUF DIR/ZUG ES MIR NOCH AMUHL/IN MEINA OGEN BISTIE SHAIN
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1. CHIRIBIM CHIRIBOM 2:34 (P. D.)
   (Merciair Music Co.-BMI)
2. ICH CHOB DICZ ZIFEEL LIEB 3:26
   (A. Olshanetsky-H. Towber) (Metro Music-BMI)
3. GIT MIR OP MAZEL-TOV 3:21 (Jacobs-Secunda)
   (Samuel Secunda-ASCAP)
4. PAPIROSSEN 4:05 (Herman Yablokoff)
   (Bregman, Vocco & Conn, Inc.-ASCAP)
5. A CHASSENEH 3:03 (C & M Barry)
   (Merciair Music Co.-BMI)
6. NOO ZUG MIR SHOIN VEN 2:58
   (A. Olshanetsky-J. Jacobs)
   (Metro Music-BMI)
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1. HAVA NAGILA 3:15 (Danoff)
   (Bourne, Inc.-ASCAP)
2. A BRIVELE DER MAMEH 3:56 (Solomon Smulewitz)
   (E. B. Marks Music Corp.-BMI)
3. TUMBALALIKA 2:40 (P D - Arr: A. Eilstein)
4. AIN KIK AUF DIR 2:48 (Olshanetsky-Jacobs)
5. ZUG ES MIRE NOCH AMUHL 3:02 (Eilstein-Jacobs)
   (Kammen Music Co.-ASCAP)
6. IN MEINA OIGEN BISTIE SHAIN 2:40
   (Rumshinsky-Picon-N. Stuckoff)
   (Metro Music-BMI)
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